
ETHICAL DILEMMA WORKSHEET LAW ENFORCEMENT SCENARIO

scenarios and common excuses that stop people from acting on their core values and OPI designed to help police
address ethical challenges in policing (see.

Who will be helped by what I do? Ethics courses must attempt to heighten moral character. Is your decision
based on selfish, self-serving interests, or is it for a greater good? Furthermore, new technology often creates
new ethical dilemmas and the employee may have inadequate background upon which to respond. Bryan
Farmer, who said he was retaliated against, demoted and eventually fired after supporting Republican Van
Hilleary over Bredesen in  The officer gave the husband a sobriety test and fail, having. These programs can
give applicants to law enforcement academies an edge in terms of education, and they can be completed
online. Barham's test score of 94 was the fifth-best score in his group of sergeants from the Jackson district.
The day before the THP was to announce the new slate of promotions this past August, Barham was one of
two troopers who drove the governor to a Hardin County fundraiser. He said he was unaware of any
connection between promotions and donations to Bredesen. The Tennessee Highway Patrol also has a
spreadsheet that keeps track of political patrons of THP officers and job candidates. Both men contacted THP
headquarters on Barham's behalf, according to agency records. Nevertheless, this must be done expeditiously
and efficaciously. The solution, according to Mitchell and Scott, is to go beyond quandary ethics by educating
through moral discourse. Based on what the two police officers have carefully observed, there are two
problems with the husband. Approached in August, Bredesen said he succeeded in removing politics from the
promotions of the Nashville Police Department when he was mayor. He said he wants the Highway Patrol
headed in that direction, too. Include the following in your paper: How each style relates to the criminal justice
field and how it relates to making decisions as part of a team How you work with people with different styles
Format your paper consistent with APA guidelines. What are the most important facts? Five other sergeants
who outscored Nicholson in his testing group were not promoted, state records show. All pages:. But his
references did. Therefore, taking actions that result in the least harm i. At Florida National University, students
who pursue the Associate of Arts and Bachelor of Science degree programs in Criminal Justice will have to
complete coursework in law enforcement psychology, criminology, and ethics. Retrieved on: March 3,  In an
interview, Barham said he didn't know that Hayes or Jones had recommended him even though his application
for promotion shows that he listed Jones as a reference. Critics state that because the case study method is
conducted in the "sterile" classroom environment, the resulting decisions may differ from those made in the
field by practitioners confronted by added stressors including peer group pressure. Brian D. It doesn't specify
which ones gave to the governor's campaign, but that information is obtainable by the public from other
sources. Law enforcement personnel must remain sharply attuned with their critical-thinking skills. Dowdy of
East Tennessee, who retired in after failing in a bid for higher rank. In promoting officers with lower
promotion scores who have political connections, the agency sometimes uses a looser set of standards
designed for outside hires. Complete Ethical Dilemma Worksheet. Patterned after the legendary Texas
Rangers, the THP's officers investigated 31, wrecks, made nearly 2, felony arrests and dealt with , moving
violations and drunken drivers in  He said he's been friends with both Hayes and Jones for years. Take Don
Nicholson, 49, of White House. Training yourself to think quickly and resolutely, with actions that produce
outcomes you and the community you serve can live with, has to always be the ultimate goal. Tony Barham is
one of them. However, THP officers below the rank of captain â€” its troopers, sergeants and lieutenants â€”
are supposed to be covered by the state's civil service rules, which are intended to remove politics from state
personnel decisions.


